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Steaming Mantoo 

 
Dari transcript: 
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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Mantoo is one of the traditional dishes in Afghanistan.  For preparing mantoo, 
we need meat, vegetables and flour. These are dough packages. Then we have to open 
them and we should put these things, this food inside it.  

 
Mina: There are onions and peppers.  

 
Shaharzad: What are these ingredients aunt? Is it meat? 



Mina: Meat, onions, pepper and … coriander seeds.  
 
Shaharzad: Is the meat cooked or raw? 

 
Mina: The meat is cooked. 

 
Shaharzad: So the meat is cooked… 

 
Mina: The onions should be fried once too. 

 
Shaharzad: Okay... and that is the mantoo cooking pot.  Mantoo should be cooked in 
special pots. Then aunt will put some oil inside the pot so that mantoo would not stick to 
the pot. Isn’t that so Aunt? 

 
Mina: Yes. 

 
Shaharzad: Yeah, and this is the mantoo pot that aunt has filled the first level of it and 
also she has filled the second level. This is the third level. They put mantoo like this, very 
near to each other. And then, what do they do then? They put water in the last part of the 
pot. Is this right aunt? 

 
Mina: Yes, we put in water. 

 
Shaharzad: They put water and with the steam of it. 

 
Mina: Once the water is boiling, the steam… 

 
Shaharzad: …will cook the mantoo. That is the dough.  

 
Mina: And meat and onions… 

 
Shaharzad: You put the mantoo ingredients inside it (the dough). (Pause) In Afghanistan, 
they spread the dough with their hands, but here they buy the ready dough from market, 
then they prepare it and put it in the pot. That water is for the edges of the dough pieces.   
And this is a plate of mantoo that is served. After steaming it, they put some yogurt on it, 
and then they put a special sauce on top of it. The sauce could contain beans, tomatoes or 
meat. That is it, and then they eat it.   
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